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Traditional Grass Markers & Upright Monuments

The first step in choosing your memorial is determining the type.

Grass markers may be placed on a grave space. Size and placement at the head or the foot will be 
determined by the location within the section of the cemetery.

Upright monuments may be placed with ownership of a lot in monument gardens. Size and placement 
will be determined by the location of the cemetery section and lot.

Grass Marker Upright Monument
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Grass Markers
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Single Marker
with Granite Vase

Double Marker
with Granite Vase

Infant Marker
20” x 10” x 4”

Single Marker
24” x 12” x 4”

Double Marker
48” x 14” x 4”

These are standard sizes. Custom sizes are available.



Upright Monuments

Upright Monuments come in various shapes, sizes, and finishes.

Two things to consider when choosing the tablet is overall shape and end type.

Bases also come in different varieties.

Monuments may have different finishes as well.
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Upright Monuments
Common Shapes, Ends & Bases
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Upright Monuments
Finishes
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POLISHED - Smooth surface, high gloss mirror like shine
A polished finish is the most common type of finish for granite surfaces. A polished finish smoothes the stone and then coats it, so it 
has a smooth, glossy and reflective finish. As it implies, a polished granite is the most shiny and reflective surface. This is considered a 
glossy mirror finish. The full color, depth, and crystal structure of the stone is visible. Your stone appears darker and the colors seem 
richer than what you would see from the raw stone. It will also highlight more of the character out of your natural stone.

POLISHED MARGIN - High gloss shine bordering rock pitch or steeled area
A standard base has a polished top and is rock pitched on all four sides. A base with a 2” polished margin has the top 2” of the base 
polished on either one or all four sides.

SAWN, STEELED OR FROSTED - Smooth surface, dull look of the natural stone
This matte finish is created by sawing the surface. It may also be accomplished by sandblasting the surface with steel shot, or by 
frosting it with sandblast sand. The color of the granite will look significantly lighter under a steeled, sawn or frosted finish.

HONED - Smooth surface without a reflection or shine
A honed finish is a finish that smoothes the stone, while not making it shiny or reflective. This means that your stone may have a dull 
or more natural rock-like appearance to it. The advantage to this type of finish is that you can easily mask imperfections in the stone. 
The downside to this type of finish is that the stone is still slightly porous, which means it may be susceptible to weather.

ROCK PITCHED - Rough surface, finished with a hammer and chisel
Rock Pitching is a finishing technique that creates the “chiseled edge” top and sides seen on many monuments. The jagged stone-like 
edge helps the monument blend in with the monument’s natural surroundings, giving a sort of timeless appeal.
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Granite Colors
Granite is categorized into domestic and imported.

Georgia Gray Morning Rose Variegated Mahogany Barre Gray Absolute Black

Clear Mahogany American Black Flash Black Salisbury Pink

India Red

Granite colors shown are most common. More options are available.

Silver Cloud Bahama Blue

Blue Pearl Tropical Green Rainbow Paradiso



Fonts
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Litho
Litho is a liquid that can be applied onto panels or carvings or into letters to enhance 
or change the natural contrast or color. A variety of shades and colors are available.
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Bronze Memorials
Single, companion and veteran match memorials are available. A vase may be added.

Bronze memorials may be placed on a concrete pad or granite base.
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Bronze Memorials
Various bronze finishes, borders, fonts and emblems are available.



Vases
Vase regulations vary by garden.

Mounted vases may be mounted on the front or backside of a monument.
More bronze and granite vase styles are available. 

Gem Tiara Regal Regal Cross Crest Classic Crown 4x10 Paragon

Small Patriot MonarchLarge Patriot

Bronze Plain Vase Bronze Vase with
Cross 11

Granite V-Shape Granite Rounded

Mausoleum Niche3 4
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Benches
Granite benches are another option to memorialize.
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Bench placement and regulations vary by garden.
There is a bench privilege fee.

A bench monument may be designed and placed 
on spaces in gardens that do not allow

standard benches.
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Cremation Vessels

Cremation Pedestal Cremation Family Columbarium

Cremation vessels may be placed in designated areas, subject to garden regulations.
Placement will be determined by space availability.
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Granite colors shown are most common. More options are available.

Maple Mahogany India Red Paradiso Butterfly Blue

Cremation BenchCremation Bevel

Bahama Blue Indian Multi-Color



Laser Etching
Laser etching is done on Absolute Black granite.

You may choose from a catalog design or create something custom and unique.
Laser etched portraits are common.

Color may also be added.
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Porcelain Images
Porcelain photos come in a variety of shapes, sizes and color overlays.

Borders may be added.
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Decorative Urns
Decorative urns offer a beautiful way to memorialize your loved one.

Some urns may have the option to engrave on.
Chain nameplates are an alternative for urns that may not have that option.
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Endnotes
1

Two markers are only allowed on one space, as long as one of them is a Veteran’s marker.

Colored litho added to granite memorials does not carry a warranty. Certain colors will fade much quicker than 

others dependant on UV rays, especially blues and reds.

Mausoleum vase shown is the only style allowed for crypts.

Niche vase shown is the only style allowed for niches.

Vases may be placed in the ground or be mounted on a marker in gardens 1 through 12.

Vases may be placed on the base of a monument in gardens 13, 14 and 16.

A bench privilege fee may be purchased in gardens 1 through 12, and benches may be placed at pre-approved 

locations.

Color added to laser etchings does not carry a warranty. The direction of the sun striking the surface and the UV 

rays will deteriorate colors added, especially blues and reds.
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Glossary

Grass marker - A small headstone, usually of one piece, set with the level of the ground.

Upright monument - A memorial that is made up of two pieces of stone that sit on top of one another.

Tablet - The main part of a monument, the upright portion of a base.

Base - The lower or supporting part of a monument.

End type - The shape of the sides of a monument.

Finish - The shiny or rough texture of a memorial.

Panel - A flat section of any monument that is set apart by raising, recessing or framing that is usually used to contain a name or inscription.

Sandblast -  A machine that mixes abrasive and air pressure in a controlled manner. It is the most common process used to carve and letter memorials.

Litho - A liquid that can be applied onto panels or carvings or into letters to enhance or change the natural contrast or color.

Domestic granite - Granite that is quarried within the United States.

Imported granite - Granite that is quarried outside of the United States.
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